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    Portrush Folktales  
 

By Dr Bob Curran 
 

 
French Warship De Sei 
 

The De Sei was said to be a French warship which ran aground at Curran Strand at Portrush during the 
latter half of the 18th century or the beginning of the 19th the Napoleonic Wars. She was supposedly bound 
for Pondicherry carrying supplies and pay to a French garrison there. That much might be true as French 
troops were quartered there. 
 

 
18th Century French Warship.  

 

Off the Irish coast she engaged with a British warship and fled only to be caught in a storm off Portrush. In 

an attempt to lighten her, the captain dumped several chests overboard including a number of pay chests 

containing Napoleonic gold. She ran aground at Portrush with severe loss of life. There seems to be some 

truth to the story as local people looted her and she was then presented to a Mr. Hunter who was Lord 

Antrim’s Receiver of Wrecks around the beginning of the 1800s. What became of her or the treasure is 

unknown although in the early 1900s it was rumoured that a certain fisherman in Portrush wore a 

Napoleonic gold piece around his neck as a lucky charm. He had brought it up in his nets and according 

to Adams; the treasure is still lying down there in submerged sand.  
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Tavish Dhu 
 

The story of Tavish Dhu is more problematical. Timewise it’s set around 1315. Tavish and other pirates 

based in Scotland continually raided the harbour of Tuasceart (Portrush) at which there was a monastery 

and a castle. There was also apparently a fortification – probably wooden – to guard against them 

where Causeway Street runs now. During the Scottish Wars in the North of Ireland, Tavish is supposed to 

have attacked three ships carrying supplies and gold which were anchored in the Skerry Roads- these were 

bringing aid to the Red Earl of Ulster from Dublin and were waiting for the tide so that they could cross at 

the Bar Mouth and sail up the Bann. Tavish is said to have distracted them by lighting fires of the Skerries 

and attacking them from the mainland. He slaughtered the crews of all four ships and took provisions and 

the gold. The greater part of the treasure was delivered to Edward Bruce whom Tavish supported and who 

was at that time besieging the settlement of Coleraine (Killowen) where the Red Earl had taken refuge.  

 

                  
Pirate from our Discover Portrush App    Painting of ships inside Skerries by Brian Willis 

  

There is reason to suppose that Tavish held onto to some of the money which he had taken from the 

Norman English and there is a tale that he hid it in underwater caves in the Skerries and that he guards it. 

However, Tavish was supposedly killed in Scotland and as far as I know, no treasure has ever been hidden 

on the Skerries at all.  

 

 

Magnus Barefoot 
 

The story of the War Hollow in 1102, concerns Magnus Olfasson (Magnus Barefoot) who was a king of 

Western Norway (I think he came from Westfold) and who led an expedition south at the end of the 

11th century to bring the jarls (local Viking rulers) to heel. He is supposed to have anchored off Portrush 

after spending some time in Munster (where he married his son Sigurd into the O’Brien household) around 

1102/3. He demanded a tribute from the Sheil Casuthagh who controlled the region and whilst they got it 

together – 300 bullocks – he sailed off and plundered the monastery at Farsad Cambus (the Camms) near 

Coleraine. The Irish left the bullocks for him at Dunmaul and as the Vikings drove them back to the coast, 

they were attacked at the War Hollow.  
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War Hollow on Royal Portrush Golf Links       Viking from our Discover Portrush App 

 
Magnus was killed and all the mighty men of Norway defeated. All that were left were a group which 

comprised his son Sigurd and Gunnar Johannssen. They took the loot – gold and holy ornaments – that 

they’d taken from the monastery and hid them, together with Magnus’s famous sword (Legbiter) in a place 

near an old druid stone known as the Cloch Or or golden stone. There is supposed to be a map drawn on 

calfskin which shows a line between the Cloch Or and Crossreagh Hill along which the treasure lies (this 

was allegedly shown to an old pilot named Robin McIlvarnock who came from the village of Cloughor at 

the end of the 1700s). The townland of Cloughor takes its name from the stone and Kelly’s Hotel before it 

was Kelly’s was the Cloughor Hotel. 

 
Cloghor House Hotel image courtesy of John Moore collection. 

 

Sigurd and his men sailed away intending to return but back in Norway he became involved in a battle for 

the throne with his half-uncle and never did. The treasure is still supposed to lie there and around 1840 the 
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people of Ballywillan attempted to dig into the hill on which the Cloch Or still stands. They found that it 

was hollow and had a number of paved chambers complete with Danish (Viking) pipes, but no treasure.  It 

is interesting and there may be something in this story as exactly the same account appears in Norway and 

is recorded by a skald (poet/historian) allegedly from Magnus’s own time. Magnus of course is buried 

on Iona where Sigurd carried his body.  

 

Our thanks to Dr Bob Curran for this most interesting account of our local folktales.  

12th March 2022 

 

 

 

 


